PART II

Statutory Notifications (S. R. O.)

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN

MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(Scientific and Technological Research Division)

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 26th August, 2020

S. R. O. 800(T)/2020.— In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-
section (2) of the section 10 of Pakistan Engineering Council Act, 1975 (V of
1976), the Pakistan Engineering Council is pleased to make the following further
amendment in the First Schedule to the said Act, namely:

1. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of B.S. Civil
Engineering, and B.S. Telecommunication Engineering, stated against entry at
Serial No.25 viz., Sir Syed University of Engineering and Technology, Karachi,
may now be read as:

B.S. Civil Engineering
Till Intake of Batch 2016.

B.S. Telecommunication Engineering
From Intake of Batch 2008 to 2016.

(1787)

Price : Rs. 6.00

[5971(2020)/Ex. Gaz.]
2. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, stated against entry at Serial No.40 viz., COMSATS University, Islamabad (Abbottabad Campus) [*Formerly COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad (Abbottabad Campus)]. may now be read as:—

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering From Intake of Batch Fall-2014 to 2016.
(*From Intake of Batch 2012 to Spring-2014.)

3. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering, and Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering, stated against entry at Serial No.49 viz., Air University, Islamabad, may now be read as:—

Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering From Intake of Batch Fall-2003 to 2016
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering From Intake of Batch 2009 to 2016.

4. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of Bachelor of Science in Electrical (Electronics) Engineering, stated against entry at Serial No.52 viz., COMSATS University, Islamabad (Lahore Campus) [*Formerly COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad (Lahore Campus)]. may now be read as:—

Bachelor of Science in Electrical (Electronics) Engineering
From Intake of Batch Fall-2014 to 2016.
(*From Intake of Batch Fall-2012 to Spring-2014.)

5. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of B.Sc. Chemical Engineering, and B.Sc. Electrical Engineering, stated against entry at Serial No.72 viz., University of Wah, Wah Cantt., may now be read as:—

B.Sc. Chemical Engineering
From Intake of Batch 2010 to Fall-2016.

B.Sc. Electrical Engineering
From Intake of Batch 2009 to Fall-2016.
6. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of Bachelor of Electrical Engineering (Electronics/Computer Systems/Power), stated against entry at Serial No. 81 viz., The University of Faisalabad, Faisalabad, may now be read as:—

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
(Electronics/Computer Systems/Power)
From Intake of Batch 2012 to Fall-2016.

7. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of B.Sc. Electrical Engineering, and B.Sc. Civil Engineering, stated against entry at Serial No.122 viz., University College of Engineering Sciences and Technology, Lahore Leads University, Lahore, may now be read as:—

B.Sc. Electrical Engineering
From Intake of Batch 2011 to 2016.

B.Sc. Civil Engineering
From Intake of Batch 2011 to 2015.

8. In the aforesaid schedule, the qualification of Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical, stated against entry at Serial No.129 viz., DHA Sufia University, Karachi, may now be read as:—

Bachelor of Engineering in Mechanical
From Intake of Batch Spring-2013 to 2016.

[No. PEC/SRO/FS/2020/172.]

ENGR. JAWED SALIM QURESHI,
Chairman.